### Composite Decking Stain - #3306 Series

**Semi-Solid Finish for Synthetic Decks, Stairs & Railings**

#### Technical Data

**Recommended Uses:**
Cabot Composite Decking Stain is a unique oil and water hybrid formula that provides an extremely scuff-resistant and tough semi-solid finish. Use this exceptionally durable stain on composite decks, stairs and railings.

**Cabot Composite Decking Stain** is extremely durable and U.V. resistant.

Floor coatings can become slippery when wet, please use extreme caution when walking on a surface that is wet, especially when temperatures fall below freezing.

**DANGER! VAPOR HARMFUL COMBUSTIBLE LIQUID AND VAPOR.** See other cautions on back side.

**DANGER:** Rags, steel wool or waste soaked with this product may spontaneously catch fire if improperly discarded. Immediately after each use, place rags, steel wool or waste in a sealed, water-filled metal container.

**Composition:**
Oil & water hybrid chemistry.

**Finish:**
Dries to a natural, flat finish.

**Colors:**
Available in Neutral Base #3306 for tinting all Cabot colors.

**Tinting/Intermixing:**
If a lighter shade is desired, intermix Cabot Composite Decking Stain Neutral Base with other Cabot Composite Decking Stain colors to achieve desired appearance. Cabot Composite Stain may be intermixed. Neutral Base must be tinted with compatible universal colorants.

**Packaging/Containers:**
Available in one-gallon containers.

**Restrictions:**
Do not apply in direct sunlight, to hot surfaces, or when air or surface temperature is below 50°F (10°C) or may fall below 50°F (10°C) for 48 hours after application. Do not apply over previously painted or sealed surfaces or metal. Do not thin. For exterior use only. Do not apply to PVC or other plastic decking substrates.

**For Emergency Medical Information**
Contact Chem-Tel at: 1-800-255-3924

**Environmental Impact:**
These products are in compliance with V.O.C. (Volatile Organic Compound) requirements under Consumer Products regulations. Call Cabot’s Technical Services & Support for additional information pertaining to current V.O.C. rulings.

**Cleanup and Disposal:**
Clean brushes and equipment with soap and water. Dispose of empty cans or unused portion in accordance with local, state and federal regulations.

**DANGER:** Rags, steel wool or waste soaked with this product may spontaneously catch fire if improperly discarded. Immediately after each use, place rags, steel wool or waste in a sealed, water-filled metal container and dispose of according to local regulations.

**Physical and Chemical Data:**
- **Weight:** 9.73 - 10.41 pounds per gallon
- **Flash Point:** Over 100°F TT-P-141 method 4293 closed cup
- **Film Thickness:** 2 mils dry
- **% Solids (weight):** 70.51 - 72.27
- **% Solids (volume):** 56.18 - 56.46
- **% Pigment (weight):** 34.43 - 40.31
- **Viscosity:** 70 - 85 Kreb units on a Stormer Viscometer at 77°F (25°C)
- **Pigment Type:** Silica, Titanium Dioxide
- **Vehicle Type:** Alkyd, Urethane
- **Solvent Type:** Mineral Spirits
- **V.O.C. Content:** Maximum of 250 grams/liter (2.079 lbs/gal.)
Directions for Use:

WARNING! If you scrape, sand or remove old paint, you may release lead dust. LEAD IS TOXIC. EXPOSURE TO LEAD DUST CAN CAUSE SERIOUS ILLNESS, SUCH AS BRAIN DAMAGE, ESPECIALLY IN CHILDREN. PREGNANT WOMEN SHOULD ALSO AVOID EXPOSURE. Wear a NIOSH-approved respirator to control lead exposure. Clean up carefully with a HEPA vacuum and a wet mop. Before you start, find out how to protect yourself and your family by contacting the National Lead Information Hotline at 1-800-424-LEAD or log on to www.epa.gov/lead.

NOTE TO USER: The appearance of this finish will vary depending upon the porosity and color of the surface. To ensure desired appearance, always stain a small test area before proceeding.

Surface Preparation:
Be sure surface is free of all dirt, mildew stains, loose fibers and other foreign matter. In order to be effective, a stain must be able to penetrate. Surfaces must be sound and absolutely dry. Weathered surfaces must be either power washed or scrubbed with a stiff, bristle brush using Cabot's Composite Cleaner. New composite surfaces that are unseasoned should be allowed to weather sufficiently before staining, generally no longer than three to six months.

Finishing:
Stir thoroughly before and occasionally during use. Intermix all containers of the same color. Apply with a polyester bristle brush, professional spray equipment or roller. When spraying or rolling, always backbrush immediately to ensure uniformity. Apply stain to small sections at a time. To avoid lap marks, start at one edge and follow through to the end of the boards. One coat is recommended. Restain depending on exposure or wear every 2-4 years.

Drying Time:
Approximately 1-3 hours depending upon temperature and humidity.

Coverage:
Covers approximately 300-500 sq. ft. per gallon.

Availability:
Cabot Wood Care Products are sold throughout the United States and Canada. For a list of Cabot dealer locations, please contact Cabot’s Technical Services & Support at 800-US-STAIN.

Warranty:
If this product does not perform as stated on the label after you apply it according to label directions, Cabot will either replace this product or refund its purchase price, at its option. Cabot disclaims all other implied or expressed warranties. Cabot will not provide or pay for labor for removal or application of the product. This warranty excludes all incidental or consequential damages. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary from state to state.
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